Regulatory T cells differ from conventional CD4+ T cells in their recirculatory behavior and lymph node transit times.
Regulatory T cells (Tregs) continuously suppress autoreactive immune responses within tissues to prevent autoimmunity, yet the recirculatory behavior of Tregs between and within tissues enabling the maintenance of peripheral tolerance remains incompletely defined. Here, we quantified homing efficiency to and the dwell time of Tregs within secondary lymphoid organs (SLOs) and used intravital two-photon microscopy to measure Treg surveillance behavior of dendritic cells. Tregs homed substantially less efficiently to SLOs compared with conventional CD4+ T cells (Tconvs), despite similar expression of homing receptors. Tregs remained on average 2-3 times longer within the LN than Tconvs before exiting, and retained Tregs differed from recirculating Tregs in phenotype, motility and interaction duration with dendritic cells. Taken together, these data revealed fundamental differences in Treg versus conventional T cell in vivo recirculation and migration behaviors, identified a Treg population with prolonged LN dwell time, and provided quantitative insight into their spatiotemporal behavior within LNs.